How many times have you read a medical note that does not make the selection of the diagnosis or treatment clear? Have you ever read your own notes after receiving notice of a malpractice suit and winced at the inconsistencies?

Poorly constructed medical notes are a widespread problem. I’ve seen it while reviewing the charts of medical students and residents to ensure that they met the standard of care and avoided malpractice risk. While most physicians document history and physical data with the required number of CPT elements, few clearly convey a line of reasoning that reveals their clinical thought process. A note that documents a detailed history and moderately complex decision making does not necessarily illuminate why certain decisions were reached or why a particular treatment was justified.

I wanted to find out where in the educational process students learned key documentation concepts, so I did some research that included informally querying medical students from multiple medical schools who were rotating at our residency. None of them could describe learning a formal structure for completing assessments and plans, which is consistent with a study that found only 4 percent of standardized encounters were accurately charted by medical students.\(^1\) I also discovered that the 2010 United States Medical Licensing Examination clinical skills exam guide states that students are expected to present a list of differential diagnoses in order of likelihood along with desired evaluations, but no requirements existed for discussing the clinical rationale.\(^2\)

As a result of these and other findings, I developed a formal framework, described in this article, to teach residents and students an appropriate way to construct their notes. The initial feedback has been highly positive.

**Documenting a confirmed diagnosis**

To begin, let’s review what should be included when documenting a confirmed diagnosis. Generally, six elements are needed (see also “The structured note” summary on page 17).

1. **New or established diagnosis.** The first element overtly communicates to coders whether the diagnosis is new or established, since this helps to determine code selection.

2. **Controlled or uncontrolled.** The second element should communicate whether the status is controlled or uncontrolled, which also directly affects complexity and reimbursement.

3. **Treatment goal.** The treatment goal should be
A note that documents a detailed history and moderately complex decision making does not necessarily illuminate why certain decisions were reached or why a particular treatment was justified. CLEARLY STATED. HOW CAN ONE JUSTIFY THE DECISION TO REFILL, INCREASE OR DECREASE A MEDICATION IF THE DESIRED BENEFIT IS UNEDEFINED? FOR EXAMPLE, SIMPLY REFILLING ALBUTEROL FOR ASTHMA MAY ACTUALLY HURT THE PATIENT IF HE OR SHE NEEDED A CONTROLLER MEDICATION AFTER REPORTING DAILY RESCUE MEDICINE USE.

4. EVALUATION OR SURVEILLANCE. ANY EVALUATIONS OR TESTING, WHETHER FOR THE INTRINSIC DISORDER OR FOR COMORBIDITIES, MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE PLAN AS THE FOURTH ELEMENT. FOR INSTANCE, ORDERING AN A1C TEST IS BENEFICIAL IN MONITORING DIABETES, BUT THE EVALUATION ELEMENT ALSO REMINDS PHYSICIANS TO SCREEN FOR DIABETIC RETINOPATHY OR HYPERLIPIDEMIA.

5. MANAGEMENT. DOCUMENTATION OF TREATMENT OR MANAGEMENT SHOULD ALWAYS BE LISTED, EVEN IF ONLY TO WRITE, “CONTINUE CARVEDILOL 12.5 MG BID.” USING ACTION VERBS SUCH AS “RESUME” OR “INCREASE” HELPS COMMUNICATE THE TREATMENT INSTRUCTIONS.

6. DISPOSITION. THE FINAL ELEMENT IS DISPOSITION. THIS IS LIKELY TO INCLUDE INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PATIENT TO RETURN TO THE CLINIC AFTER A CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME, CRITERIA THAT SHOULD PROMPT HIM OR HER TO CALL THE OFFICE SOONER THAN SCHEDULED AND ANY ACTIONS THE PATIENT SHOULD PERFORM AT HOME, SUCH AS KEEPING A FOOD DIARY OR BLOOD PRESSURE LOG.

FOLLOWING THIS STRUCTURE, A NOTE FOR A CONFIRMED DIAGNOSIS MIGHT LOOK LIKE THIS:

- HYPERTENSION: ESTABLISHED, UNCONTROLLED BY HOME BLOOD PRESSURE (BP) LOG; SYSTOLIC BP IN 150s. TREATMENT GOAL: SYSTOLIC BP IN 130s. COMPLETE CHEMISTRY PANEL/LIPIDS/URINALYSIS IN ONE WEEK. INCREASE LISINOPRIL NOW TO 20 MG EVERY MORNING, 60 TABS, FIVE REFILLS. CONSULT NURSE EDUCATION FOR DIETARY APPROACHES TO STOP HYPERTENSION (DASH DIET). RETURN TO CLINIC IN ONE MONTH WITH BP LOG.

- ASTHMA: ESTABLISHED, CONTROLLED. TREATMENT GOAL: ALBUTEROL NEEDED LESS THAN THREE TIMES WEEKLY. COMPLETE ANNUAL PULMONARY FUNCTION TESTS AT NEXT VISIT. REFILL MOMETASONE 220 MCG ONE PUFF DAILY. CONTINUE ALBUTEROL TWO PUFFS FOUR TIMES DAILY AS NEEDED. RETURN TO CLINIC IN THREE MONTHS OR SOONER PER ASTHMA ACTION PLAN.

DOCUMENTING AN UNCONFIRMED DIAGNOSIS

WHEN DOCUMENTING AN UNCONFIRMED OR SYMPTOM-BASED DIAGNOSIS, TWO ELEMENTS BORROWED FROM THE FIVE-STEP “MICROSKILLS” MODEL CAN ENHANCE THE NOTE AND PROVIDE A Glimpse INTO THE PHYSICIAN’S THOUGHTS. IT IS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT FOR THE PHYSICIAN TO COMMIT TO A DIAGNOSIS AND EXPLAIN WHY, AMONG THE VARIOUS DIFFERENTIAL OPTIONS, THIS SUSPECTED DIAGNOSIS IS MOST APPLICABLE TO THIS PARTICULAR PATIENT. TESTING TO CONFIRM OR RULE IN THE WORKING DIAGNOSIS SHOULD BE LISTED ALONG WITH EMPIRIC OR SYMPTOMATIC TREATMENT. LESS LIKELY DIAGNOSES SHOULD BE LISTED NEXT, ALONG WITH WHY THEY ARE NOT AS PROBABLE AND HOW TO RULE THEM OUT. FINALLY, PARAMETERS FOR REVIEWING THE EVALUATION AND TREATMENT RESPONSE SHOULD BE DEFINED. SEE ALSO “THE STRUCTURED NOTE” ON PAGE 17.

FOLLOWING THIS STRUCTURE, A NOTE DESCRIBING SYMPTOM-BASED DIAGNOSES MIGHT READ AS FOLLOWS:

- ABDOMINAL PAIN: SUSPECT BILIARY DYSKINESIA DUE TO EPIGASTRIC LOCATION, RELATION TO FATTY MEALS, BODY HABITUS AND NEGATIVE RIGHT-UPPER-QUADRANT ULTRASOUND FOR GALLSTONES. CONFIRM WITH CHOLESCINTIGRAPHY (HIDA). TREATMENT: FATTY FOOD AVOIDANCE. DOUBT PANCREATITIS GIVEN NONDRinker AND NEGATIVE ULTRASOUND, BUT RULE AS FOLLOWS:
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out with amylase/lipase. Doubt gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) given proton-pump inhibitor use and contrast to usual GERD symptoms. Return to clinic after HIDA scan and consider surgery consult.

- Rash: Suspect allergic photodermatitis given location in sun-exposed areas and onset after use of new sunscreen lotion. Confirm by stopping lotion. Treatment: PABA-free sunscreen. Doubt lupus given no prior history and absence of other complaints. Doubt prescription medications due to no admitted use. Return to clinic if symptoms persist after lotion change.

**Synchronicity**

Finally, synchronicity should be evident in every note both globally and locally, that is, both within and across the major sections. For example, the past medical history should match the medication list. If it doesn’t, a reviewing physician may wonder what other aspects of care were sloppy or incomplete. Here’s an abbreviated example of poor local synchronization:

- Past medical history: hyperlipidemia, COPD.
- Meds: tiotropium, lisinopril, levothyroxine.

Synchronicity between the subjective/objective (S/O) and the assessment/plan (A/P) sections of the note is also important. For example, if the physician documents three abnormal items in the S/O section, but the A/P only lists two diagnoses, then a mismatch exists between abnormal data collected and assessments made. Not only might this pattern result in underpayment, but it also puts physicians in indefensible positions if a malpractice case ensues. Most important, it may contribute to patient harm.

Here’s an abbreviated example of poor global synchronization:

- Subjective/objective abnormal data: Epigastric burning pain at bedtime, non-scarring hair loss three months postpartum, loss of urine with coughing and laughing.
- Assessment: GERD, telogen effluvium.

**Summing it up**

Structure and synchronicity are part of disciplined note construction, which is critical to effective communication between physicians. Better documentation may also contribute to clearer medical decision making, which is needed for reimbursement and malpractice defense. Instruction in comprehensive note writing should be promoted in early postdoctoral education and continued throughout postgraduate medical training.

Send comments to fpmedit@aafp.org.
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**THE STRUCTURED NOTE**

The table below shows the essential components of a detailed assessment and plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confirmed diagnosis</th>
<th>Symptom-based diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New or established diagnosis</td>
<td>Suspected diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable or uncontrolled</td>
<td>Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment goal</td>
<td>Evaluation (to confirm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation/surveillance (including related comorbidities)</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Less likely diagnoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposition</td>
<td>Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation (to rule out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disposition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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